
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Abolition of'Kikan-Inin-Jimu' and
the Reform ofLocal Government Finance
--On the Report of the Local Decentralization
Promoting Committee--
Chuji Sakamoto
This paper treats the the report of local decentralization promoting
committee, which was published in March 1996. The report has five
chapters including the meaning of decentralization, the reform of
intergovernmental relations, relations between prefectures and
communities, the working report of the regional session and of the living
session. This report mainly proposes the abolition of 'Kikan-Inin-Jimu',
agency delegated functions. In this paper, we estimate the meaning ofthis
proposal, but point out some quetions in financial aspects. We emphasize
that the task of decentralization depends on much the reform of local
government fiance.
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